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FIRST WORD
Pension funds are continually urged to become active owners of
companies where they invest. Unless they do, the companies can
act as if they’re ownerless. Heed such eminences as Myners and
Millstein, long frustrated in the governance they’ve been trying to
promote.
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growth. These are sorely lacking.
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FIRST WORD
Vision gains traction
In their own interests, and for the broader social good, the role of
pension funds in corporate governance is manifest. Enough of the
lip service as a hard challenge comes to the fore.

O

ver many months, we’ve been banging on
in support of the ANC Gauteng initiative
to promote the shareholder activism of
retirement funds (most recently, TT June-Aug). We’ve
also done what we could to help facilitate the ANC
Gauteng conference, for stakeholders to discuss the
initiative specifically on the nomination and election
of company directors, at the JSE on July 21 (see
elsewhere in this TT edition). Potentially, for better or
worse, this engagement marks a turning point.
The ANC Gauteng, undoubtedly the most
innovative and independent-minded of the provincial
bodies, has its own political objectives. These are
couched, taking leaves from its October policy
document, in the language of “radical economic
transformation”.
Immediately relevant, though, is not the jargon but
the upshot. That the initiative is being driven by the
ANC Gauteng, a fresh participant in these matters,
portends clout in the circles that count.
At worst, it can lead to attempts at cadre intrusion
onto the boards of JSE-listed companies. But such
a sinister interpretation belies the well-publicised

intentions and explanations provided by ANC
Gauteng chairman Paul Mashatile. At best, it can fall
four-square into what TT enthusiastically seeks. To
summarise:
u All the legislation (e.g. the Companies Act),
regulation (e.g. the Financial Services Board
circular PF130 and Reg 28 under the Pension
Funds Act) and governance codes (e.g. King and
CRISA) spring to life for the enhancement of
stakeholder democracy;
u The nationalisation debate becomes redundant;
u The penny drops that it’s counter-productive for
workers to strike against companies in which their
pension funds are invested;
u What’s good for pension funds is good for the
national economy, and vice versa, as well as
conversely. The sheer number of fund members
and dependents, perhaps as large as the electorate
as a whole, makes them a potent lobby in the
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formulation of government economic policy
provided they cohere to articulate their best
interests;
u In law, the sole responsibility of company directors
is to their companies and of pension-fund trustees
to their funds. In theory, when it comes to the
nomination and election of company directors by
the representatives of pension funds, their roles
converge for the welfare of both. In practice, this
cannot happen without serious attention to the
training of aspirant directors and trustees;
u The National Development Plan relies on a social
compact. Recognition of the commonality in
objectives between companies and pension funds,
each with their myriad stakeholders, provides
the essential linkage to “radically transform” the
adversarial nature of SA’s current discourse.

I

f there’s another way, let’s hear it. “I don’t know what
new social compact we’ll have,” says Richemont
chairman Johann Rupert, “but we’d better find one.”
There’s no overnight wand. Yet it can be waved
sooner than later by the large pension funds where the
commercial and intellectual capacities lie. Funds in the
public sector (ultimately underwritten by taxpayers)
will need to be especially mindful that they aren’t
agents of government (ultimately the ruling party).
And those in the private sector (including many
allied to trade unions) will similarly need being alive
to the likely, hopefully benign, reliance on financial
institutions as service providers.
Not only have smaller pension funds merged into
institutionally-sponsored umbrella arrangements, but
these same institutions also represent many millions
of other savers through collective investment schemes
and assurance policies. The agglomerated voting
power under their control is formidable. Application
of their own self-proclaimed social principles (which
stakeholders can monitor) and the legislatively-backed
Financial Sector Charter (which the Charter Council
will monitor) are the beacons to keep them on track.
Make no mistake that shareholder activism,
properly done, will require research and resource.

5

What the cost could be, and who’ll pay it, hasn’t yet
spoiled the anticipated nirvana. A means for money
allocation, perhaps, is through adjustments to the
Financial Sector Charter.
Alternatively or additionally, larger funds have the
bulk to spread the unit costs over a larger number of
members. At the end of the day, one way or another,
members will pick up the tab. They, and their trustees,
will then need to become much more sensitised to
long-termism in investment priorities. The role of
trustees will consequently elevate from functionaries
to strategists.
Nice as shareholder activism sounds, it requires a
reality check. It should be seen in both a philosophical
and global context. Separately interviewed by
Canadian magazine Listed, two of its most prominent
exponents expressed their views. Some extracts that
should resonate in SA:
Paul Myners, former UK city minister and author
of the landmark Myners report on institutional
investment:
Changes have been more superficial than
substantive. Governance codes have been rewritten
but are largely motherhood missives that lack real
enforceability. We’ve seen the emergence of an ineffective

Myners . . . ownerless corporates
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governance industry, do-gooders rather than
powerful agents. Not much has changed in
the field of law. The governance community
must reflect critically on why reform hasn’t
penetrated practice. All of us must be
challenged as to what we’ve achieved.
In the last 50 years we’ve seen (corporate)
ownership fragment as a consequence of the
accumulation of people’s savings in large
funds to provide for retirement and health.
Our public companies, owned by these
investment-minded funds, are now effectively
ownerless corporations. In public companies
we’ve seen this fragmentation accompanied
by high portfolio diversification.
The result is that the fiduciary owner –
large institutional investors – has interests
in so many companies that it cannot
possibly act as a proper fiduciary. These
institutions don’t think of themselves as
owners. Consequently, they are not equipped
or rewarded for performing the duties of
ownership.
The debate has missed the relevance
of fragmented ownership on the decisionmaking behaviour of public companies.
Instead of addressing fund-management
companies, debate has focused within
the public company on the board and
management. Even here, where the debate
has tried to address the governance
weaknesses of ownerless corporations, it has
focused more on board structure than on
meaningful advancement in board practice.
We’ve created rules about board structures and
designed a complex set of interlocking committees, but
proof that we’ve missed the mark is (that) audit and
remuneration committees have gotten the attention. The
nomination committee is the most important because
it determines board and committee membership and
thus the behaviour that will define the company and its
ownership mindset. It has been almost totally ignored by
governance experts.
There has been no real appreciation of the need
to redefine the nature of institutional investor

responsibility. There’s been a reliance on fiduciary
precedent, which doesn’t cope adequately with the
complexity of multiple layers of agents. Efforts at reform
in governance have really been an attempt to address
the loss of direct-ownership perspective in corporate
decisions at the board level, by goading boards into
developing efficacious practices in lieu of what really
counts – an owner at the table, or at least on the
nomination committee.
Ira Millstein, a professor at the Columbia law and
business schools, who chairs the eminent Millstein
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Center for Global Markets & Corporate Ownership:
I respect and admire the corporation and oppose
anything that interferes with the productive exercise
of capitalism. Corporations are the best means we’ve
invented to provide value to everyone – goods and
services for all of us as consumers, returns to investors,
taxes to the government and jobs for people – which
provide them with money to invest, pay taxes and spend
in the economy.
Not only do corporations provide such value now,
they hold our future welfare in their share capital –
the wealth we will rely on to sustain us. Everything
is at stake here. Corporations protect us, so we have
to protect them. The mechanism of governance offers
the best protection for us all – employees, consumers,
investors and government.
Governance is a necessary defence against
entrenched interests, greed, corruption, incompetence
and indifference. With so much money at play in our

remarkable capitalist system, there’s an open invitation
for abuse. I see significant risks in our future wellbeing,
a future made possible by our money that’s invested in
corporations.
It is our money that powers the corporate world, and
which corporate governance must protect. That money
doesn’t belong to the banks or the hedge funds or the
pension funds. It belongs to the people it comes from,
working people.
Most appalling, the public forgets that it’s their
money. Consequently, there’s little sense of ownership,
stewardship and accountability because most people
aren’t sufficiently aware to care. Pension funds should be
the bulwark of society.
Better than food for thought, it’s food to digest.
Allan Greenblo,
Editorial Director

There’s only one
investment solution.
can count on, delivered with simplicity and transparency – and we’ve been doing it for 18 years.
So, when you need an investment solution, cut to the chase and go straight to
www.investmentsolutions.co.za or call 011 505 6000. Follow us on twitter @InvestmentSolZA.

Investment Solutions. 18 years. With confidence.

@InvestmentSolZA T: +27 (0)11 505 6000
Investment Solutions (South Africa)
Investment Solutions (South Africa)
Investment Solutions Limited is a licensed Financial Services Provider.
FAIS licence number 711.
Registration number 1997/000595/06.
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Why retirement funds should
Hedge funds are a powerful lever for retirement funds to diversify, spread their
risk and enhance returns within Regulation 28, says Cora Fernandez, Chief Executive:
Institutional Business at Sanlam Investments. Hedge funds don’t need a bull market to
generate attractive returns; they can show solid returns in bear markets too.

“Hedge funds have the ability to deliver
investment growth when markets are
performing well, while reducing the risk of
capital losses during market downturns”.
A powerful risk management tool
Risk management in an investment framework can come
in a combination of three forms: diversification (“Don’t
put all your eggs in one basket”); hedging (removing
the downside risk, but forsaking the full potential of the
upside return) and insurance (to compensate you for
loss of revenue). Hedge funds offer all three forms and
aim to achieve absolute returns by balancing investment
opportunities with the risk of capital losses.
Investors are increasingly turning to hedge funds, for both
absolute returns and strong risk-adjusted returns with
low volatility and capital protection”, Fernandez says.
Hedging against an environment of lower returns
Fundamental changes are taking place in the market,
leading investors to look beyond their traditional asset
allocations and strategies. Modest expected returns
across a variety of asset classes, sub-par growth and a
compressed outlook have left investors the challenge
of how to maintain income when so many traditional
sources are drying up. Equities have become expensive
(with some overpriced) now that quantitative easing
has come to an end. We believe that going forward,
all asset classes – be they equities or bonds – will have
lower returns. Similarly, hedge funds should also have
lower returns, but they should not suffer nearly as much
because their returns are “uncorrelated to the market”.

Positive compounding of capital
When you add an exposure to your portfolio that has a
low correlation to other asset classes, a positive return
expectancy as well as low volatility, you put yourself in a
strong position to compound capital at attractive levels
of return over the long term. High, long-term positive
compounding is the result of avoiding large losses and
periods of capital destruction. That’s the trick. Losses
destroy the rate at which capital compounds.
Smooth positive compounding of capital requires
asymmetries:
1,000
Performance, 1.1.1993 = 100, log scale

Why hedge funds?
Recently, falling equity markets have put hedge funds
and funds of hedge funds on the agendas of many
private and institutional investors. Why? Because hedge
funds have an absolute-return approach and have a low
correlation to traditional asset classes.

10.9% p.a.

7.2% p.a.

100
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SPY
HFRI Equity Hedge Index

Performance of S&P 500 vs HFRI Equity Hedge Index; source: Bloomberg IR&M, 2015

Hedge funds have half the volatility of equities
Hedge funds typically display half the volatility of the
equity markets. So should you add a positive position
to your portfolio with lower volatility, you could also
minimize capital losses during market downturns. This
lower volatility aspect is key. The business of hedge funds
is primarily about avoiding negative compounding and
protecting capital.
Steady growth in AUM
The 2014 Preqin Global Hedge Fund report states that
the total AUM in the hedge fund industry have grown
from USD360 billion in 2013 to USD2.6 trillion. In
particular, international public sector pension funds have
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consider hedge funds
Trustees, what now?
Locally, hedge funds have generated impressive returns
over the period 2002 to 2014. For instance, the Blue
Ink Long Short Aggressive Strategy Index, which tracks
hedge funds with a higher equity market exposure, has
outperformed the All Share Index. Overall hedge fund
performance, as measured by the Blue Ink Hedge Fund
Composite Index, has outperformed cash and bonds, with
low levels of volatility.
871%
739%

Fernandez . . . for all seasons
been steadily increasing their allocation to hedge funds
over the past few years, notably from 6.9% in 2012 to
7.5% in 2013, a significant jump.
The total assets in the SA hedge fund industry is R58
billion, which has shown steady growth over the past 10
years. In the 2015 Sanlam Benchmark Survey, we found
that 28% of the 60 large retirement funds interviewed
had invested in hedge funds with an average allocation of
2.5%.
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In 2011, the FSB introduced changes to Regulation 28 to
make provision for alternative assets, where hedge funds
and private equity funds were explicitly catered for,
with a 10% allocation. This set the scene for improved
regulation within the industry, which facilitated greater
transparency and consistency across the industry, coupled
with a focus on “institutional quality of service”. The
new hedge fund regulation from earlier this year is also
bringing much greater credibility to the South African
hedge fund industry.

In the well-documented context of lower returns for
longer, it may be time to think past traditional asset
classes and incorporate alternative investments into your
strategic asset allocations. Having said this, hedge fund
manager selection is vital, and the performance results
between managers differ widely. It is for this reason that
we advocate a fund of funds approach to hedge funds.
We have witnessed one of the longest bull markets
across both equities and bonds, and one needs to
start thinking about hedging investments against a
possible environment of lower returns to help maximise
retirement outcomes.
About Sanlam Investments
The Sanlam Investments’ hedge funds business (www.
blueink.co.za) is an established fund of hedge funds
solutions and platform provider, and has been offering
hedge funds since the early 2000s. During this period, the
team has won numerous awards and is one of the most
experienced hedge fund research teams in South Africa.
www.sanlaminvestments.com
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RETIREMENT REFORM 1

Double
standards
Households must be encouraged to save, save, save.
But government continues to splurge, splurge, splurge.

P

lans for retirement-fund reform set out to
provide a better deal for savers. There’s heavy
emphasis on costs, levied by service providers,
to ensure that charges don’t unduly erode member
benefits. Proposals for improved market conduct,
and less opaque products, are proposed too (see next
article). These are all within the purview of regulation.
Outside this purview, in an entirely separate silo,
is the factor that more fundamentally impacts on the
deal for savers. It’s investment performance of equity
and bond markets, in turn impacted by the rand’s
external value. They’re inextricably linked to fund
members’ ultimate benefits. Much as government
wants to improve retirement outcomes by regulatory
reforms, it’s good intent on the one hand is negated by
socio-political ferment on the other.
It cannot regulate the latter, but it can do a whole
lot more to change investors’ perceptions for the
better; particularly foreign investors who own over
30% of SA equities and bonds. When these investors
enter with hard currency and exit after conversion
from local currency, where hedging for downside
protection comes at a cost, they cannot take with
equanimity the fall in value of rand-denominated
instruments.

Respect for the rule of law (think Bashir),
adherence to the Constitution (think mining and
property rights), infrastructure constraints (think
Eskom), resolution of labour disputes (think
Marikana), questionable expenditures (think
Nkandla), inefficiency of state-owned enterprises
(think SAA, SABC, SAPO, Prasa etc) and bureaucratic
nonsenses (think travel visas) are amongst the
headline-grabbers.
The “Mandela premium”, from which SA once
benefited, has reversed into a “Zuma discount”, reflected
in a fall to the lower end of emerging-markets favour.
Apportionment of blame to extraneous factors, such as
the slowdown in China and the weakness in commodity
prices, disguises SA’s ability to score own goals.
Vital too are the “twin deficits”. There’s the trade or
current-account deficit showing that SA imports more
than it exports. There’s the fiscal deficit showing that
government revenues (excluding monies borrowed)
fall short of its expenditures. Neither would necessarily
be harmful if they were temporary and capable of
rebalance, but both are trending in the opposite
direction.
SA has averted a downgrade of its bonds to junk
status. Were it to have happened, the outflow of
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“...example set by government...”
foreign funds would have been immediate in tandem
with international portfolios’ risk-aversion mandates.
Interest rates would have had to shoot upward with
consequences for the economy and jobs that are
fearful. That it hasn’t happened offers a respite, not a
solution.

F

or interest rates will have to start climbing less
moderately than they have already. There’s an
inevitability about it: first, to protect the rand so
that (amongst other reasons) foreign and domestic
investors won’t view it as a one-way downward bet;
second, because the US Federal Reserve has called an
end to the worldwide orgy of cheap money.
Also on the cards for SA are tax increases, one way
or another, as foreshadowed by the Davis committee.
They will further dampen already-weak economic
prospects. It’s perverse because lower growth in
company profits and household incomes means
lower tax revenues at current rates. The costs of a
burgeoning public service and a ballooning socialsecurity programme need to be funded.
So far, SA has had a good time. It has automatically
gained from institutional investors’ appetite for
emerging markets. Once viewed as a homogenous
asset class, this has begun to change.

11

Increasingly, indications are that big
international investors are looking at the
particular characteristics of respective
countries. They compare say the
industrialisation and per capita income
of South Korea with that of Rwanda,
as well as the divergent progress of the
respective BRICS. For emerging markets,
investment by algorithm is sliding from
the table.
For SA in the global economy,
competition for investment will intensify.
That’s the only certainty. Prepare for a
hard ride.
An alleviation of retirement funds’
costs could pale against challenges that
flat markets, derived from a troubled
domestic economy, are likely to present for
pension liabilities. Throw into the mix a
temptation by government to poach funds’ assets, for
below-market returns on projects that the fiscus lacks
the capacity to finance, and the good intentions of
retirement reform will be further obstructed.
Everybody wants a better deal for savers. Targeting
service providers’ techniques for profit generation is
in the sights of National Treasury, which is aware of
possibilities for “unintended consequences”. Tightened
regulation inevitably involves higher costs, while
lessened potential for profit will probably mean
lessened capacity to provide service; alternatively, a
weakening in savings institutions’ capital adequacy.

M

oreover, a better deal for savers is conceptually
relative. Taken in isolation of government’s
responsibility for macro-economic management, the
proposals are a restricted and not necessarily effective
means to achieve it.
Viewed holistically, it boils down to a question
of whether SA is a benign destination for domestic
and foreign investment. The decline in local business
confidence and the hammering of the rand offer a
sobering answer.
How to change SA’s dismal “savings culture”?
It begins with the example set by government
leaders.
n
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RETIREMENT REFORM 2

Preservation
lite
Devils are in the detail. Intentions deserve support but
implementation constraints look formidable.

H

ere we go again. Last year, punching above
its weight, Cosatu succeeded at Nedlac
in getting retirement reform shelved.
Echoing then general secretary Zwelinzima Vavi,
its cry was for no pensions preservation without a
comprehensive social-security system (TT Dec ’14Feb ’15).
Since then, little new has been heard
about the desired social-security system. Yet
National Treasury is making a renewed sortie
into retirement reform. Perhaps because of the
unions’ precondition, its focus on preservation
is piecemeal in that it allows critical exclusions.
The concentration on lower charges and improved
market conduct, rather than preservation, might
just allow it to pass muster by a more factious postVavi union approach at Nedlac.
A read of the Treasury press release generates a
warm sensation that, after innumerable false starts
and protracted discussion over the past four years,
the reform process is at last under way. But a read of
the accompanying draft regulations, published for
comment by end-September, will probably lead to

yet another round of contention; if not by the unions,
whose objections are ostensibly addressed, then by
trustees whose burdens of administration will swell
and service providers whose methods of operation
are challenged.
The press release can hardly be faulted for noble
intentions. The draft regulations, however, will make
trustees’ heads hurt. The draft is premised on the
fantasy that there are sufficient funds with sufficient
trustees who have sufficient competence and capacity
to make the regulations work.
Even if there are, the next question is whether
the regulator (the Financial Services Board or its
successor under “twin peaks”) has or will have the
competence and capacity to ensure that they do work.
Moreover, the draft is vague on penalties for
non-compliance. An effect of penalties could be to
frighten trustees, not necessarily to sharpen their
acts but possibly to abandon their office. As it is, the
level of expertise expected of them – right down to
the appropriateness of living annuities – stretches
the boundaries of the mooted cart-before-the-horse
training to meet “fit and proper” qualifications.
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On the table is much of what Dave McCarthy,
consultant to Treasury, has been proposing all
along. The latest documents bear his unmistakable
imprimatur of analytical acumen. He’d previously
been pounding the pavements to get stakeholders
onside. Some were; others weren’t. Now here we go
again, erudite discussion papers being steps removed
from enforceable regulation.
Were it only possible, as the explanatory
memorandum puts it, to achieve the intended
objectives by the expedient of issuing new regulations
under the Pension Funds Act where the duties
of trustees will be “clarified”. The regulations
are designed to remedy the “lapse” by which “in
many instances, fund boards appear to have given
insufficient emphasis to simple initiatives which
would substantially improve the retirement outcomes
of members of their funds”.
So lay on additional duties for trustees. Amongst
things, the draft proposes that:
u Rules of all retirement funds must provide for a
default annuity strategy. Boards will have to
ensure, and be able to demonstrate to the
Registrar on request, that the default annuity
policies are appropriate for members who will
automatically be enrolled into it. But members
don’t have homogenous profiles. They differ in
terms of income, period to retirement, debt levels,
number of beneficiaries and so on. Somehow, they’ll
all have to fit into the limited range of defaults.
Implicitly, trustees will need to consider the profiles
of each member (numbered, for many funds, in
their thousands). Then the Registrar will have to
assess trustees’ compliance. Practical?
u The fund’s high-level objective, underlying asset
allocation and fund return net of all fees and
charges must be communicated to fund members
on a regular basis in clear and understandable
language. Nice sentiment, just like the King
code has been recommending for years that

McCarthy . . . unmistakable imprint
companies communicate their results in clear and
understandable language. Until there is an upsurge
in consumer financial education, is it reasonable
to expect members to have the foggiest notion of,
for example, “underlying asset allocation”? The
communications must do more: to explain not only
what the terms mean but also their relevance. Is
it too much to ask that they also tell members in
which companies their money is invested? Further,
that “regular” communication isn’t merely annual
benefit statements, dutifully printed and posted,
but more frequent missives using technology that
encourages interaction?
u Members must be given access to a retirementbenefits counsellor not less than three months
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before their retirement. Advice doesn’t come free.
So who’ll pay for it; the member, the fund (i.e. other
members), or the employer? The draft doesn’t say,
except for earlier intimations that they should be
free of “commission bias” (i.e. not paid by product
providers). Moreover, considering the number of
members who retire annually, advisors can have
a field day for fees. Who’ll chose the advisors
and with what confidence in their ability or
independence?
u Passive or enhanced passive investment of listed
assets must be considered. Okay, so trustees will
consider them. Then what? There’s no obligation
to consider passive investment strategies cursorily
or deeply, to include or dismiss them, or to explain
either. Are trustees expected to fall on one side or
the other in the unresolved contention over the
respective merits of passive versus active?
Some other observations:
u In bold type, the explanatory memorandum
emphasises that the proposed regulation “imposes
no restrictions on the ability of members to
withdraw their money from the retirement system
when they change jobs, thus guaranteeing vested
rights”. Put differently, it implies that preservation
won’t be mandatory for existing members of

pension funds. Further, taking “when they change
jobs” also to mean when they lose their jobs, they’ll
still be able to cash in their pensions. It’s a necessary
accommodation, especially of lower-income earners
who have financial priorities other than planning
for old age, but it does undermine the preservation
concept. So too does the probable extension of the
R75 000 savings threshold by which members won’t
be obliged to annuitise.
u Portability requirements are designed to ensure
that members “do as little as possible” for their
savings to remain in the retirement system. Right
on! Inertia is a characteristic of fund members,
which is also why they’re required to advise their
fund in writing if they don’t want to participate in
its default offering.
Ismail Momoniat, deputy director general at
Treasury, has told parliament’s standing committee
on finance that he hoped the reforms would take
effect from March next year. Given the volume of
legislative amendment required, and the amount of
detail to be debated, he might be optimistic. With tax
increases imminent and the jobs market shrinking,
both impinging on household incomes, at this stage
it’s tactically wiser to talk about preservation in a
quiet voice.
n
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DIRECTORSHIPS

Germany
beckons
In follow-up to ANC Gauteng conference, a SA delegation will take
a close look at worker representatives on company boards.

T

he model of “co-determination” –
management-worker consensus – has long
been tried and tested in Germany, sometimes
brilliantly and sometimes less brilliantly but always
with experience enhanced. It’s experience of this
mitbestimmung that deserves careful exploration for the
model’s possible adaptation to SA (TT Dec’14-Feb ’15).
In July, at the ANC Gauteng public engagement
on shareholder activism of retirement funds, the
opportunity was provided. A message was read from
Arne von Spreckelsen, head of the labour and social
affairs unit at the German Embassy in Pretoria,
announcing the intention to invite a delegation led by
ANC Gauteng chairman Paul Mashatile to a high-level
visit for personal interaction with the federal republic’s
government and union leaders.
Mountains have been written about
mitbesttimmung whose origins extend for over a
century. But there’s no substitute for South Africans,
serious in the search to overcome conflicts that have
become systemic, talking to people who know what
they’re talking about. Otherwise, with consequences
beneficial to nobody, fresh ideas for development of a
social compact remain elusive.

Thumbs up for mitbestimmung
There are reasons that the German economy has
become the most prosperous and stable in Europe. Yet,
on short-term cycles, the application of mitbestimmung
has had mixed fortunes.
During the 1990s, co-determination was a factor
blamed for weakness of the German economy
by inflating labour costs and preventing business
restructures. But in the 2008-09 downturn it enabled
a series of liberalising reforms. “As a result, when
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Germany pulled out of recession in 2010, its companies
had a skilled workforce in place to meet resurging
demand,” remarked The Economist. “The pact,
along with continuing wage restraint, has boosted
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productivity while keeping unemployment low.”
Hans Böckler Stiftung, the foundation for German
trade unions, considers co-determination in a modern
economy to be the perquisite for “a climate in which
conflicts are settled through dialogue and not by
force”. It summarises the objectives:
u Equality of capital and work. Under the Works
Constitution Act, the legal claim to codetermination at establishment level is
inalienable. It requires companies to consider the
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interests not only of the shareholders but also of
the employees;
u Democracy in the economy. It’s not just about
transferring parliamentary forms of democracy but
about the principle of democracy and resolution of
conflicts through dialogue and co-decision;
u Social development. Through a better
consideration of employees’ interests when
making establishment and company decisions, codetermination contributes to the improvement of
working peoples’ lives and working conditions;
u Control of economic power. Where economic
power masses together, control is an important

instrument in avoiding its misuse. Whether
participating in company decisions or contributing
on company matters, the principle is the same: codetermination means co-responsibility. In works
councils and supervisory boards the employees,
just like the employer, need to watch for the longterm development of the company. Creating a
productive balance of interests, co-determination is
an important factor in the stabilisation of economic
and social order.

H

aving examined mitbestimmung in practice, the
report-back of the ANC Gauteng delegation
should be illuminating and perhaps also influential
as the provincial body moves into the party’s national
policy-making conferences.
n
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The need to man MANCOs
Arno Loots, head of Umbrella Fund Solutions at Liberty Corporate, discusses the
important role of management committees in umbrella funds.
A number of reasons have led to the growth in umbrella funds
and the consolidation of the retirement-fund industry. One of
the main underlying factors for standalone funds to convert to
umbrella funds is cost considerations.
In addition, umbrella funds offer a robust governance
structure, which could be quite a significant overhead in
time and effort for employers that choose standalone funds.
However, when an employer joins an umbrella fund, one of
the questions raised is whether the employer still has input
into the affairs of the members.
Management committees, also called MANCOs, can play
a significant role in ensuring that the employer stays close to
matters affecting members, with the input from members.

What is a MANCO?

A MANCO is a committee constituted by an employer to
manage the retirement solution on its behalf for the benefit
of members. This committee usually consists of members,
employer representatives and sometimes also financial
advisers. Member-elected representatives are there to ensure
that the members’ voice is heard.
Legally, the ultimate responsibility for the umbrella fund
lies with the board of trustees and not with the MANCO. The
MANCO, however, makes a number of decisions on behalf of
the employer and members.

How are MANCOs constituted?

MANCOs consist of employer-nominated and member-elected
representatives. It is therefore good practice for the committee
to have equal representation from both parties, so that all
perspectives are brought to the table.
The size of the MANCO depends on the number of
members in the employer participation. It might not be
practical to set up a MANCO for a small employer, given the
need to have employee representation on the MANCO. For
very small participations, the employer representative would
be sufficient to manage the affairs of the participation.

The mandate of the committee needs to be agreed with
the employer upfront. This is to ensure that there is alignment
when decisions are made and that the retirement solution is
run efficiently for the benefit of the members.
The chairperson is elected from the various
representatives and a set term of office is agreed upon for
those sitting on the committee.
The employer representative, together with the
sponsor of the umbrella fund, is responsible for day-to-day
administration of the retirement solution. It is thus essential for
representatives of the employer and sponsor to be standing
members of the committee.
It would also be good guidance for the “responsible
person” (i.e. the director of the participating employer who’s
responsible for the retirement solution) to form part of
the committee. This is because the committee guides the
employer in making risk and investment decisions.
From time to time, it might be necessary for the
employer’s financial adviser also to form part of the committee
-- particularly where the participation is relatively new.

What are the duties of a MANCO?

The committee is the voice of the employer and its members
to the board of trustees and the sponsor of the umbrella fund.
It is a platform where negotiations with the financial adviser
take place in terms of appropriate solutions for the particular
participation.
Some of the main decisions the MANCO will make are the
selection of the appropriate risk benefits, investment portfolio,
structuring of the member groupings within the participation
as well as the extent of member choice.
It also provides oversight over the responsibilities of the
employer representative and the “responsible person”. This
will ensure that the duties of these parties are discharged as
expected.
The MANCO further has a role to play in member
education, particularly where member choice of investment
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assisting them to make the right choices. The adviser also
assists by contributing to member communication.

How can MANCOs operate effectively?

Loots . . . useful purpose

portfolios is involved.
The umbrella fund’s board determines the full range of
portfolios available for selection, but it is the MANCO that will
choose the appropriate solution for the particular participation
in conjunction with the employer and the adviser.

What is the financial adviser’s role?

The adviser plays an important role in MANCO arrangements.
In the case of new participations, the financial adviser assists
in setting up the MANCO structure and might also form part of
the MANCO.
The adviser remains one of the most important parties as
he or she is often the connection between the various parties
involved in a retirement solution.
In this regard, the normal duties of the adviser still
apply; the only change is that the financial adviser is now
accountable to the MANCO, and not to the identified
“responsible person” as is usually the case. The financial
adviser’s duties still include services such as advice on the
appropriate benefits and portfolios.
Another important role, if not the most critical, is the
financial adviser’s involvement in member planning and

There are MANCOs that work effectively and achieve the
various functions as set out above. However, there are
instances where MANCOs are not as effective as they should
be. This often relates to unclear duties of the MANCO and
uncertainty of its mandate.
There are instances where meetings do not take place
as often as they should and where meeting formalities, such
as following an agenda, are not observed. It is important that
meetings are scheduled regularly and that a pre-set agenda,
which determines the structure of the meeting, is followed to
ensure that the MANCO operates optimally.
In addition, the sponsor needs to ensure that the financial
adviser, the employer and the various representatives have a
framework within which to operate and manage the MANCO.
Sponsors can also provide the necessary templates such as
an agenda and minutes.

The future of MANCOs?

The various umbrella funds continuously strive to get closer
to their members and want to ensure that there is a close link
between the employer and the fund; therefore, MANCOs play
a critical role.
As standalone funds move to umbrella solutions, it will
become more important for the original trustees to provide
input into the affairs of the retirement solution. MANCOs offer
the appropriate structure to achieve this outcome.
It is anticipated that MANCOs will be a requirement for
umbrella participations in the future and might not be optional,
as it currently is the case. This is further supported by the fact
that various industry bodies and umbrella funds are working
towards improving how the existing structures operate.
In the meantime, it is our belief that setting up MANCOs
is good practice and offers an
effective way to ensure the best
outcomes for members.
www.libertycorporate.co.za.
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CURRENTS

Scored for
sustainability
Top marks for data compilation and corporate rankings to drive
higher disclosure standards. Some companies might squirm at the
new SDTI research findings but investors can have the last word
in comparing them with the revamped JSE SRI index.

S

ince its inception in 2004, the JSE Socially
Responsible Investment (SRI) index hasn’t
exactly shot out the lights. It’s been a nice-tohave, more for companies wanting to bask in their
inclusion than for investors using it as a serious tool
to assess compliance with King III on environmental,
social and governance (ESG) criteria.
As a showcase, not requiring the most robust
interrogation, the SRI index could hardly have helped
much more than to promote awareness of what
the JSE describes as “sustainability considerations”.
Now the index is taken to a higher level by the JSE
partnership with FTSE Russell, the global index
provider, to extend the “range, depth and breadth
of techniques to apply ESG factors within the
investment process”.
The intention is to cater better for the needs of
institutional investors. SA pension funds, for one,
are required by regulation to consider ESG in their

investment-making decisions. They’d need to look
closely at the new JSE offering.
To do their jobs properly, they should look more
closely still at the volume of vigorous research
– independent, challenging, informative and
provocative – annually produced by the indefatigable
Michael Rea of his self-styled Integrated Reporting
& Assurance Services. Rea is a man on a mission to
light fires under the feet of company reporters who
deal in platitudes.
His beautifully-illustrated 254-page report for
2015, styled the Sustainability Data Transparency
Index, is distinctly unbeautiful for bad reporters. No
punches are pulled in the commentaries. By the same
token, he highlights the better reports and explains
why. He delves into all JSE sectors and companies,
whether or not they cooperated with him, and
produces a wealth of tabulated rankings – from best
to bad – across the range of ESG criteria.
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It wouldn’t be right to attempt a summary
because such an attempt would ignore context, save
to say that the comprehensive data (quantitative
and qualitative) compare like with like and the
conclusions are controversial. But it certainly would
be right to test them against whatever the JSE-FTSE
Russell Emerging Markets ESG Index produces.
Higher standards of disclosure, with more
materiality and less marketing, stand to be enhanced
-- right through the gamut of carbon emissions,
water usage, labour relations and remuneration
practices – provided the SDTI gets the attention it
deserves from companies and investors alike.

Clever move

MMI

’s flamboyance of jargon – about
its “client-centricity” which has “set
financial wellness as our core value proposition”

under “the outcomes-based investment strategy” and
“centre of excellence” model– is a circuitous route
for getting to the point. It’s that MMI actually has
differentiated itself from life-assurance competitors,
not only by spinning out a part of its assetmanagement business but also by turning the unit
into majority black-owned and controlled.
An immediate effect is that MMI will take a leap
up the Financial Sector Charter scorecard for black
economic empowerment on two fronts. First, MMI
assists the financing of a management buyout led
by current Momentum Asset Management chief
executive Sibusiso Mabuza. Second, it supports the
business by allocating assets for it to manage.
Taking a share in the new unit, MMI describes
it as the first step in further partnerships with
“independent” asset managers. Thus, through its
share in this unit alone, MMI should additionally
gain by the business likely to be attracted from
institutional investors seeking to increase their level
of BEE compliance. After all, the Mabuza-led team
already has credentials in place.
For the team, “independent” can have several
meanings. Amongst them could be independence
from the remuneration policies of a life office to
something more akin to the incentive structures that
apply at Coronation, Allan Gray and Investec Asset
Management; hopefully with similar performance to
follow.
For the industry, it will mean careful scrutiny of
the competitive implications. The possibility cannot
be excluded of rivals adapting the MMI initiative. To
the extent that they do, over the longer term is could
spell the end of an era for SA assurers; where the
asset-management function is distanced from their
control, enabling them primarily to be takers of risk
and providers of portfolio wrappers.

Good start

Mabuza . . . track record
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A

fter the build-up by the ANC Gauteng for
the launch of its processes for stakeholder
inputs on the role of retirement funds in economic
transformation (TT June-Aug), the first of its
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consultations had elements both encouraging and
discouraging.
Encouraging was the representative cross-section
of attendance at the function, held at the JSE, in July.
Encouraging also were the tone set by ANC Gauteng
chair Paul Mashatile, the constructive suggestions
from panellists who included Eskom Pension &
Provident Fund chief executive Sdu Luthuli and
Institute of Directors chief executive Ansie Ramalho,
and the summing up by deputy finance minister
Mcebisi Jonas.
There was also vigorous participation from
the floor. Two examples: With so much burden
already on trustees, just to ensure that their funds
were efficiently run, a principal officer wanted to
know how their duties could practically embrace
shareholder activism too. And with such heavy
weightings by pension funds in government bonds,
an institutional investor argued, the activism
urgings should extend to debt instruments (calling
government to account) and not be limited to
equities alone.

D

iscouraging was the reversion of a few trustees
to the old chestnut of prescribed assets. One
even stated as fact that prescribeds had worked
previously (like when?), so there was no reason
that they shouldn’t again (to achieve what?). No
panellist had raised or addressed the possibility of
prescribeds being introduced, media reports merely
having inferred it from a subsequent interview with
Mashatile.
Expect progress reports during further
stakeholder interactions after the meeting of the
ANC national general council in October. In the
discussion documents so far on the table, not a word
is said either about public-private partnerships or
about encouraging pension funds to invest directly in
infrastructure.
It’s all the more reason that they should try to find
out how much of their indirect investments, through
government bonds, are actually being allocated to
development as opposed to the current-account
deficit.

Unintended consequence

P

art of retirement reform is National Treasury’s
push for pension funds to consider more
seriously the cost advantages of passive investment.
Against this comes a recent Bloomberg report related
to the US and possibly applicable also to SA. The
dark side of exchange-traded funds, according to
research by three business schools, is to erode active
managers’ outperformance.
The research, looking at ETF ownership patterns
of US stocks between 2002 and 2011, found that
growth in ETF assets was responsible for increases
of around 6% in the trading costs of companies’
shares where ETFs were invested. It reckoned that, as
passive managers lock up increasing proportions of
underlying equities, the number of shares available to
other traders reduces. The costs for active managers
therefore increase.
These higher trading costs are a deterrent for
active managers, reducing the incentive for stockpickers to trade those stocks in response to company
news. The huge inflows to ETFs could be a factor
in explaining why active managers aren’t beating
the market – further stimulating ETF inflows – and
causing distortions in share prices.

Gnashing at Nash

S

lowly and sporadically, more curatorship
reports are dripping onto the FSB website. One,
at last, is the report of curator Tony Mostert on the
Cadac pension fund at May 28 2014. Mostert says
that it must be read in conjuction with his report
at January 31 2014, but this is impossible because it
doesn’t appear on the website.
The Cadac curatorship has been nothing if not
protracted and complex, satiated by Simon Nash’s
still-unresolved criminal prosecution and seeminglyceaseless civil litigation (TT March-May ’14).
Some key numbers from the Mostert report:
u About 700 fund members will have an interest in
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the surplus apportionment (which had been
avoided by Nash’s “fraudulent and fabricated
transactions”);
u Improper use of the surplus amounted to R4,5m
in Feb 2011 (with an estimated value of R7,8m in
May 2014);
u The fund is in a sound financial position. It had
total cash assets of R67m in April 2014 and an
excess of assets over liabilities at more than R30m
in Feb 2011;
u Total curatorship costs so far run to R26,7m
(including legal fees during the “passed” three and
a half years).
Mostert is continuing to pursue outstanding
claims of R30m excluding the recovery from Nash of
wasted costs.
n

Mostert . . . revealing figures
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COVER STORY

Pride and
prejudice
The former could explain why the FSB is keeping mum.
The latter has to do with customers who must be treated fairly.

R

eading between the lines, it doesn’t take
a vivid imagination to suspect an outbreak
of tension at the top of the Financial
Services Board. In the one corner is Dube Tshidi,
FSB executive officer and the registrar of pensions.
In the other corner is Rosemary Hunter, an FSB
deputy executive officer and the deputy registrar of
pensions; thus the head of the FSB’s retirement-funds
department.
In the middle is the FSB board, chaired by
the respected Abel Sithole and comprising such
luminaries as National Treasury deputy director
general Ismail Momoniat. Along the command
chain, because the board reports to Finance Minister
Nhlanhla Nene, it’s with him (and therefore
parliament) that the buck might ultimately have to
stop. All are drawn in.
The matter has to do with the FSB, prior to
Hunter’s arrival, having cancelled the registrations of
thousands of “dormant” funds. These largely include
standalone funds that had been abandoned by their
boards of trustees when employed members moved
to umbrella funds, leaving nobody in charge to deal

with any remaining assets and liabilities such as
unclaimed benefits (TT June-Aug).
Where there were no remaining assets or
liabilities, there’s no problem. The Pension Funds Act
requires “proof to the satisfaction of the registrar”
that the standalone funds’ assets and liabilities had
“ceased to exist”. Once the registrar had proof to
his satisfaction, he was entitled to cancel the funds’
registrations.
But somebody would have had to provide that
proof. And if the fund had assets and/or liabilities,
somebody would have had to dispose of them
properly. Or the funds’ registrations could not legally
have been cancelled.
Also controversial is whether the registrar had
the power to appoint “authorised representatives” or
“section 26 trustees” (under the Pensions Funds Act)
to perform the disposals. If he did, the argument is
that he should have appointed employees or agents
of the standalone funds’ administrators to do it.
The standard of “proof ” was that, before cancelling
the registrations, the administrators had properly
disposed of the funds’ assets and liabilities.
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Nobody at the FSB is saying, at least publicly,
whether the cancellations were legally effected. Either
they were, on the watch of then pensions deputy
registrar Jurgen Boyd who reported to Tshidi, or they
weren’t, as Hunter has intimated. Her contentious
address to the 2014 annual conference of the Pension
Lawyers Association was met with a well-publicised
rebuke from Tshidi.
This was followed by silence from both Tshidi
and Hunter for nearly a year. Then, out of the
blue on February 27 and implicitly with Tshidi’s
consent, Hunter published a draft circular for public
comment. Dealing with “the governance, winding
up and cancellation of a shell fund or dormant fund
without a board or liquidator”, a relevant paragraph
for present purposes states:
To comply with his duty to consider whether
material prejudice may have been suffered by any of
the affected funds and/or any interested parties, the
registrar has decided to investigate the circumstances
in which a sample of dormant funds were cancelled
in the period 2007-20013. If it appears that there is a
significant risk that material prejudice may have been
suffered by a larger number of funds and/or related
interested parties, the registrar will expand the scope of
his investigations.
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It added:
In regard to those funds in relation to which
possible material prejudice has been identified, the
registrar will take such action as he may then consider
appropriate to remedy or mitigate the prejudice.

A

reasonable expectation is that there would have
been progress, at least on the investigation,
subsequent to February 27. Accordingly, to prepare
a follow-up article, TT posed certain questions to
Hunter on August 5.
Perhaps significantly – as she’s usually forthright
and prompt in responding to media queries – she
referred them to Tshidi for reply:
1. What investigation has taken place?
2. What were its terms of reference?
3. Who conducted the investigation?
4. When did the investigation commence?
5. Has the investigation been concluded? If not,
when do you expect it to be concluded?
6. If the investigation has been concluded:
a) What is the extent, if any, of the “material
		prejudice” revealed?
b) What is the nature of such “material prejudice”
		 i.e. how did it arise?
c) How many funds had been cancelled at the
		 request of “section 26(2) trustees” under the

Tshidi, Sithole, Nene . . . A mess-up? What mess-up? No room for a cover-up.
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		 Pension Funds Act;
d) What actions do you contemplate for such
		 “material prejudice” to be remedied?
7. Will the report of the investigation be made
public? If so, when? If not, why not?
Equally, the FSB might additionally have been asked
how the threshold for “material prejudice” was
determined and the reason that only a sample of
funds was to be investigated. Why not investigate
any prejudice for members of all funds that had been
cancelled?
Be that as it may, no response from Tshidi was
received. Neither was there a response from Alta
Marais, head of research and policy in the FSB
retirement-funds department, for intimations of the
public comments she’d requested by April 30 on the
February 27 circular.
These are hardly instances of accountability and
transparency at their best, particularly given the
potentially large amount of money and the thousands
of people possibly affected. Public interest is defeated
by silence.
As Tshidi has previously advised, when pressed
for information on the costs of certain curatorships:
“The FSB, and its officials, have their hands full
with performing statutory functions of regulation
and have no time indefinitely to participate in these
on-going debates; certainly not at the behest of a
particular journalist.” (TT Sept-Nov ’14.)
But give the FSB the benefit of the doubt. Its latest
annual report is due for publication. Expect that it
will be closely perused for updated information on
the cancellations of dormant funds.

T

hat the FSB is governed by its own statute, and
is operationally independent, does not make
it a law unto itself. Of the FSB’s R577m in revenues
for the year to end-March 2014, R153m was from
levies on retirement funds. If necessary through
the Finance Minister, its board and officials must
therefore be accountable to retirement funds and
transparent on its regulatory behaviour on such
matters as registration cancellations that gravely
affect them.

These aren’t principles to be mouthed but
practised. Clearly in this instance, where silence
prevails, to date they aren’t. The board is responsible
to ensure that they are. For the implications are
potentially profound.
The FSB’s years-long conduct towards dormant
funds is being questioned on the cusp of “twin
peaks”. In this imminent restructuring of financial
regulation, the FSB will be replaced by the Financial
Sector Conduct Authority with responsibility for
supervision of financial institutions’ market conduct.
Especially at this time, the approach of the FSB
executive and board to the issue of cancellations
cannot be seen as lacking.
Or else confidence in the future ability of the
FSCA to supervise others will be lacking too.
Everything must therefore come out in the wash
-- and soon, given the forthcoming introduction of
“twin peaks”.
If anything it to be learned from history, recall
the damage to the reputation of the US Securities
& Exchange Commission by its failure to act on
detailed whistle-blowing reports that Bernard Madoff
was running a Ponzi scheme. Eight years after the
whistle-blower’s first report was submitted to the
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SEC, Madoff ’s scheme collapsed. It exposed massive
financial losses suffered by millions of investors
worldwide who had relied on the SEC properly to

supervise conduct in the financial markets.
After a full investigation by the SEC inspector
general on the Madoff disaster, new SEC chair
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Mary Schapiro acknowledged the SEC’s failures. She
announced that it had already begun to change its
staffing and supervision practices, and was drafting
fresh industry rules.
Since then, the SEC has survived and improved.
Unless the FSB executive and board take a similarly
robust and transparent approach to the FSB’s own
conduct, the FSCA risks being born with congenital
defects.
Almost incidental to the broad policy issues, but
certainly critical to it, is the outcome for perhaps
many thousands of members in pension funds whose
registrations had been cancelled. At stake is the
supervision and protection of these fund members’
benefits.
Many of these members comprise society’s
most vulnerable and unsophisticated. Neither their
number, nor their extent of possible prejudice, nor
the remedy that will need to be contemplated if

prejudice is found, can be known until the subject of
TT’s questions is released into the public domain.
Over past years, thousands of fund registrations
have been cancelled. Pending disclosure of the FSB
investigation report, it will remain uncertain how
many of these funds still had assets and liabilities.
The amount of rands involved could run into the
hundreds of millions, sitting in various administrators’
unclaimed benefit funds to the benefit of nobody
except those drawing fees from them.
What was recently argued by The Economist
about the regulation of banks applies equally to the
regulation of retirement funds: “Society’s interest in
keeping bankers in check must be balanced against its
interest in holding officials to account. The best way
to manage these trade-offs is through transparency....
The assumptions behind regulatory decisions ought
to be disclosed. Just as bankers should not be left to
their own devices, neither should rulemakers.”
n
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BONDS

A lesson in basics
Many trustees are not as familiar with the workings of the
bond market as they should be. Help is at hand.

A

sk a sample of trustees what they know about
bonds and there’s a strong chance that the eyes
of several will glaze over. For bonds lack the
romance of better-understood equities, where investee
companies are household names and the tracking of
price movements enjoys daily limelight.
Bonds are different. They’re widely considered
to be dull, offering a dependable shock absorber for
retirement funds’ investments, and in any case too
difficult to follow. Merely mention that their prices
go up when their yields go down, and vice versa, to
observe the confusion compounded by the myriad
bond offerings and the sense of complexity in their
pricing.
Yet they demand trustees’ closest attention. For one
thing, retirement funds will always have a substantial
investment in bonds. In fact, the revised Regulation
28 allows them to invest their entire portfolios in SA
government bonds.
For another, there’s the sheer size of the bond
market. Roughly half of all issuances are by the SA
government. The R1,33 trillion of its bonds in issue
means that outstanding government debt equates
roughly to 45% of SA’s annual gross domestic product.
Huge chunks of this debt are owned by foreign
investors and local pension funds, both vulnerable
to pressures outlined in the previous article headed
‘Retirement reform’.

Also, critical for trustees’ attention is that a small
movement in interest rates can have a big effect
on the value of bonds and hence on the value of
funds’ portfolios (see box). As it was pointed out by
National Treasury in the explanatory memorandum
that accompanied the revised Reg 28: “Fixed-interest
investments are not necessarily less risky than equities.
Their market value has moved in as volatile a fashion
as the equity market over the last few years.”
Trustees wanting a bottom-up elucidation on the
SA bond market would do themselves a favour by
availing themselves of the 137-page textbook ‘Bond
Market: An Introduction’ by Pierre Faure. Published
by the Quoin Institute, it’s available for free download
from www.bookboon.com.

H

enk Viljoen, head of Stanlib’s fixed-income
franchise, takes TT readers through a 101 lesson:
Markets, he notes, tend to react differently over
different periods; say, when the currency weakens or
the gold price shifts. This impacts on whether bond
yields move in a particular direction, but sometimes
they don’t react at all.
Investors in fixed-interest instruments would make
a nominal investment to receive interest payments,
at pre-determined rates, either monthly or at the end
of the instrument’s life. There’s the money market
(similar to a call account where the investment can
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Other big borrowers are SA’s state-owned
enterprises (SOEs). They borrow from the bond
market because they need money for projects that
have long time horizons. For example, an Eskom issue
would be beyond 10 years because power stations are
expected to have lives of over 40 years.
Some of the instruments issued by SOEs carry a
government guarantee; other SOEs issue bonds off
their own balance sheets. The two main issuers on
government guarantees are Eskom and Sanral.
When a SOE uses a government guarantee, the
spread (difference between buy and sell rates) is
much narrower than if the bond had no government
guarantee. The cost of the guarantee, market talk
suggests, is around 30 basis points (0,3%). So if the
differential is more than 30bps, it pays the SOE to have
a government guarantee.

Viljoen: step-by-step guide
be redeemed within a day or up to one year), and the
bond market (typically for longer than one year and
up to 30-40 years).
If you buy 100 shares in a company for R100,
and its financial results are better than expected, the
share price might be expected to appreciate. But in
the case of bonds, you buy at the market rate (yield to
maturity). You buy for say R100 with a 10% coupon
(yield to maturity of 10%).

T

hen interest rates go down to 9%. The bond will
still yield 10% (after the 10% coupon), so you’d
need to pay a premium. Thus, if rates go down, the
price of the bond goes up; if rates go up, the converse
happens and the price of the bond will reflect a
discount.
Of the SA government’s issuance, most is in
nominal bonds (with average lives of six to eight years)
that pay six-monthly coupons. Inflation-linked bonds
– ideal for pension funds’ liability-driven investments
because they pay a real return above inflation as
measured by the consumer price index – comprise
about 23% of government’s issuance.

S

anral is a case in point. Having previously issued
paper without a government guarantee, it’s been
able to borrow because it more recently issued paper
with a guarantee. The spread has widened by around
30bps from the SOE’s pre-turmoil days.
Over the past six years, foreigners have become
large investors globally in the debt of emerging
markets. Because SA has a bond market that’s highly
developed and liquid, it’s been a beneficiary of these
flows. The ease with which foreigners have been able
to buy and sell rand-denominated instruments (where
they can hedge against the currency) has given them
comfort on SA government bonds.
Current estimate is that foreigners own 30%-35% of
SA bonds. Their participation has a significant impact
because of SA’s large current account and budget
deficits. Foreigners who invest in emerging markets,
with ratings similar to SA’s, have latterly become more
cautious in their allocations.
Should there be a significant deterioration in SA’s
twin deficits, or unsound political developments,
SA bonds are vulnerable to selling pressure. Interest
rates would have to go up, meaning capital losses for
holders of long-dated fixed-interest instruments. Most
probably, were foreigners to disinvest, both the equity
and bond markets will be impacted negatively at the
level of loss in absolute value.
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Other than foreigners, large
holders of SA bonds are banks,
insurance companies, pension
funds and unit trusts. Banks
and insurers hold them partly
for regulatory and liabilitymatching purposes; pension
funds and unit trusts mainly
for their relative attractiveness
on value.
Reg 28 allows for a
large allocation of pension
funds’ investments to this
conservative asset class.
However, if these funds expect
rates in the bond market to
rise, their preference might
switch more to the money
market. But they’d typically
allocate a greater weighting
to the bond market provided
it offers returns that they
consider attractive.
Footnotes
In mid-August came the
largest-ever devaluation
by China of its currency.
Before it triggered turmoil in
global markets, two topical
observations help to provide
context for bond movements
that once were more stable:
u In SA, points out Investec
economist Annabel
Bishop, during the third
quarter of this year (to
Aug 3) foreigners were
net sellers of SA bonds. By value, R5,3bn (net of
purchases) had been sold by foreigners since the
July meeting of the SA Reserve Bank’s monetary
policy committee. Foreign demand, she finds, is
“dwindling”;
u In the UK, according to the Investment

Association, volatility in bond markets has
prompted investors to withdraw from fixed-income
funds on a grand scale. For two consecutive months
they’ve been the worst-selling asset class. The FT
quotes a fund manager: “If the past 30 years has
been a one-way traffic for bond investors, the last
six months has been anything but.”
n
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BLACK ECONOMIC EMPOWERMENT

Words, words and
damned words
Critically missing is the concept of dilution. When R317bn in “value”
has been “created”, pension funds should determine whether their
members – specifically their black members – are benefiting or paying.

T

erms can be emotive or descriptive,
informative or misleading, helpful or
deceptive. Into which category should “broadbased black economic empowerment” rightfully fall?
Whoever concocted it deserves a medal for
marketing. Whoever professes to understand the codes
is worthy of applause for the sheer time and effort
required to unravel them. Whoever deigns to contest
an evolution wrapped in the warmest connotations of
political correctness and desirability, can face the fate
of a heretic.
In time, the B-B BEE term in popular parlance of
the ANC government might be seen as a misnomer
similar to the manner in which the former National
Party government commonly used terms to confuse
their real meaning and intent: the Suppression
of Communism Act which had little to do with
supressing communism; the Immorality Act which
had nothing to do with immorality; the Extension
of University Education Act which prevented black
people from entry to UCT and Wits; the Abolition
of Pass Laws Act which applied “influx control”
to African women, and the social engineering

Zuma . . . 3% distraction
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of “homelands” in reference to “independent”
bantustans.
The terminology hurdle arises at a time to feel
good about the achievement of B-B BEE. Computing
the transfers of ownership in the JSE’s top 100 listed
companies, comprehensive research by Intellidex
chairman Stuart Theobald has found that the value
created for black beneficiaries of BEE deals concluded
to date stands at a debt-free R317bn.
In anybody’s language, this is a huge amount. It
equates, for example, to roughly double the market
capitalisation of Barclays Africa. It eclipses that of Old
Mutual and exceeds that of Anglo American. It’s more
than 10 times that of Coronation.
But conspicuous by their absence from the BEE
transactions are retirement funds. Although they’re
the largest single category of JSE investor, they’re
consistently excluded from the largesse. Although
their black members comprise a numeric majority,
making them a more broadly-based vehicle than any
other, they’re invariably ignored. And although it
could have been relatively easy to ring-fence them as
identifiable groupings, their existing shareholdings
have subsidised the wealth transfers to recipients less
broadly based.
On each occasion that a company has issued new
shares for a BEE transaction, existing shareholders
have been diluted. The proportions they receive
in dividend flows and capital appreciation, which
accumulate in their retirement funds, are reduced. The
R317bn in “value created” must have been partly, if
not substantially, at their expense.
Check further that the “value” was “created” for,
not necessarily by, the BEE beneficiaries. Had there
been no BEE transactions to extend share ownerships,
as a requirement for companies’ licences to operate,
it can be argued that retirement funds (obviously
including their millions of black members) would have
been better off.
The sheer magnitude of the R317bn throws into
sharp relief the precise nature of BEE as it is practised,
recognised and accepted:
u Dilution must become the apex of debate within
the retirement-fund industry. The trade unions
should have led the charge years ago. That they

u

u

u

u
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didn’t do so hardly redounds to their credit. The
R317bn computation makes glaring the reason for
them to roar;
For all the efforts of National Treasury to promote
retirement-fund reform, aimed at improving
benefits for fund members, it’s a notable omission
that the dilution effects of BEE were off the radar.
There’s time to put them on, before the effects
further erode fund members’ benefits;
Dilution will be worsened if the principle of “once
empowered, always empowerment” is kicked from
the BEE codes; if President Zuma stands by his
contention that black people own only 3% of the
JSE (ignoring the stakes of retirement funds) to
create fresh rounds of BEE, and if retirement funds
don’t themselves stand up to defend their real
economic interest;
The exacerbated inequity in BEE, evident from the
Intelligex study, is its spread. Where the share
prices of listed companies have performed
spectactularly, the beneficiaries of their BEE
transactions have reaped spectacular rewards.
Where respective share prices of other companies
have performed poorly, the BEE rewards have
been poor. The luck of the draw – where a black
employee works, where a black director serves,
which recipients have been chosen – is a function
of subjective selection;
“Broad based” relates to no objective number or
structure. “Empowerment” has no objective
meaning beyond a synonym for the handout of
wealth, either to be privately pocketed or diverted
to social programmes that companies should (and
frequently do) implement on their own initiative
outside of BEE. And while “value created” can be
quantified, it begs interpretation: on BEE’s role in
this creation, the outcomes in distribution of this
value, and the expense to existing shareholders in
having provided it.

Massive pension funds in the public sector, such
as the GEPF and Eskom, represent vast numbers of
black members. Although these funds are definedbenefit, where the taxpayer effectively underwrites the
benefits promise, dilution nevertheless affects them.
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The more their investments are diluted, the less their
proportionate dividend receipts and consequent scope
for annual benefit increases.
Those in the private sector, including funds
controlled by trade unions and bargaining councils,
are predominantly defined-contribution. They’re
additionally exposed because the value of these
funds, and hence of their members’ ultimate benefits
on retirement or job loss, are in the value of their
investment portfolios. There’s no backup from an
employer or the state. Each time an investee company
issues new shares for a BEE transaction, it’s their fund
that contributes to payment for it.

A conflict thus arises. On the one side are black
business lobbies wanting BEE to be accelerated. On the
other are pension funds that acquiesce by their silence,
either because they’re unaware of the prejudicial
implications or because trustees are afraid to stick
their heads above the parapet.
The funds should be quiet no longer; not to
challenge the self-evident need for socio-economic
transformation, which takes many forms that
they have rights as shareholders to advance, but
to articulate their interests in a debate refocused
to ensure that “broad-based black economic
empowerment” means just that.
n

B-B BEE POLICY

When clarity is elusive
There appear to be conflicting strains in the ruling party on whether
the rights of pension funds, as shareholders in JSE-listed companies,
be ignored or stimulated.

E

xcuse ordinary mortals for being confused over
ANC policy on pension funds. Reading articles
at page one and page 10 of Business Times during an
otherwise-relaxed Sunday in June, they’d have been
struck between the eyes by a basic contradiction.
The front-page lead quotes Ngoako Ramatlhodi,
the Minister of Mineral Resources, explaining why
he’ll fight mining companies on how black economic
empowerment should be measured in terms of the
Mining Charter. At issue is whether, once a mining
company has concluded a BEE transaction, the miner
will retain its empowerment points under the charter’s
BEE ownership scorecard -- irrespective of whether
beneficiaries of the transaction subsequently sell their
shares.
Ramatlhodi says that miners shouldn’t retain their

BEE status. Miners say they should. The dispute over
application or otherwise of the “once empowered,
always empowered” principle applies similarly to
institutional signatories of the Financial Sector
Charter.
If Ramatlhodi is right, then one BEE transaction
would have to follow another. On each occasion,
existing shareholders will be further and further
diluted. Because these shareholders significantly
include pension funds, with multitudes of black
members, they should be up in arms against the
financial loss that Ramatlhodi’s stance will cause
them. Empowerment of the few is the corollary to
disempowerment of the many.
Implicitly, Ramatlhodi ignores the shareholdings of
pension funds. Explicitly, in an opinion piece at page
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Ramatlhodi . . . ready to fight
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10 of the newspaper, ANC Gauteng chairman Paul
Mashatile highlights them.
Fundamental to Mashatile’s argument is the
vital role that pension funds can play in promoting
empowerment. He sees them as the essential catalyst,
through their voting power as shareholders, to
transform the boards of JSE-listed companies in the
national interest.
Mashatile’s proposal can go horribly wrong if
it leads to inexperienced cadres pushing factional
lobbies. By the same token, it can go beautifully right
if it’s recognised that trustees’ sole fiduciary duty is
to their funds and directors’ to their companies. The
commonality of trustees and directors is the pursuit of
prosperity for their diverse stakeholders and hence for
society.
Ramatlhodi has planned to fight the miners in court.
Mashatile has planned to hear the representatives of
pension funds in an open forum.
Only one approach deserves support. It unnecessary
to spell out which approach this should be.
n

TRANSFORMATION DRIVER

Call to pension funds
The ANC in Gauteng has adopted a policy on ‘radical economic
transformation’ (TT June-Aug). Paul Mashatile* explains it in the
context of shareholder activism.

T

hetoric will not take SA forward. Instead, we
require pragmatic interventions specifically
aimed at deracialising our economy and
brightening its prospects for sustainable growth.
These objectives cannot be achieved unless the triple
challenges of unemployment, inequality and poverty
are forcefully addressed to promote our society’s
stability.

For optimal success, neither policy intervention
nor implementation can be left to government alone.
Active participation and partnership with the private
sector are essential. Key stakeholders are institutional
investors which represent the savings, and hence the
long-term economic interests, of South Africans as a
whole.
These institutions, including pension funds
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Mashatile . . . engaging stakeholders
in which millions of people put their money and
trust, are ideally positioned to help accelerate the
economic transformation urgently needed. As the
largest shareholders in corporate SA, they are also the
mobilisers and fiduciaries of people’s savings. Their
interests and the national interest are inseparable.
What’s required of them? At one level, it’s to be
shareholder activists; to use their voting clout for
more representative boardroom demographics, for
a demonstrable say on executives’ and workers’ pay,
and for guidance on employee practices that can open
opportunities for inclusion of the lesser-privileged
into the mainstream economy. In short, it’s to be the
guardians of corporate social responsibility where lip
service and short-termism have no role.
At another level, it’s to accelerate service delivery.
There must be an environment in which institutions
are allowed, indeed encouraged, to invest directly
in economic and social infrastructure. Beneficial
consequences will obviously include a significant spur
to overall growth for the prosperity of companies
shared with their investors, long-term investment
returns that are stable and competitive, and a

sustainable trajectory of job creation.
In essence, institutional investors can and should
play a critical role in the advancement of economic
transformation. We must get away from the apartheid
legacies that, even 21 years after democracy, continue
to keep the majority of black people restricted to the
periphery of mainstream economic participation.
We should not blame apartheid for all our
challenges of today. We too have made post-1994
policy errors. The lack of investment in energy
infrastructure, to deal with growing demand from the
economy, is an obvious example.
Yet we have emerged from a deeply divided past
into a vibrant democratic state and we have made
progress. Our gdp has more than doubled in the
past 20 years; many more people have access to basic
services; households with electricity connections
have increased to 85%; in 2002 there were 56% of
households with access to piped water, whereas today
the figure is 91%.
At the same time, however, SA has become one
of the world’s most unequal societies. The rich (in
a minority) are getting richer and the poor (in an
overwhelming majority) are getting poorer. We cannot
allow the continuation of a trend that is morally wrong
and potentially explosive.

O

ne route to reversal can be driven by workers and
employees themselves. Their capital, through the
pension funds where they’re invested, can powerfully
move SA towards a more just and equitable future.
Shareholders, the providers of capital, own the means
by which profits are produced.
The Association for Savings & Investment SA
(ASISA) puts overall SA savings (voluntary and
compulsory) at some R7 trillion. About R4 trillion
is in retirement funds, the biggest single category of
shareholders in the JSE’s top 100 companies.
Although the issue of pension-fund capital being
used to drive transformation might be perceived
by some as inconsistent with trustees’ fiduciary
responsibility, I believe otherwise. In my view, trustees
are obliged to concern themselves with the long-term
sustainability of their investments. Such concern is
linked directly to our political objectives of reduced
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unemployment, poverty and inequality as part and
parcel of better lives for all.
None of this is unprecedented, from the Sullivan
Code in the 1970s – sparking a shareholder
activism campaign that led to the disinvestment of
multinationals from SA in the 1980s – to the UNsponsored Principles for Responsible Investment
launched in 2006, leading to adoption of the Code
for Responsible Investment in SA and reflected in
pension-fund governance requirements introduced by
the Financial Services Board.
It might well be asked how much better off the
world would have been were shareholders more
alert to goings-on the global banks prior to the 2008
financial crisis or, closer to home, if African Bank were
reined in before it was too late.
The ANC in Gauteng has called for radical
economic transformation anchored on shareholder
activism through pension funds. We know what we’re
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up against. Most debates on transformation of our
economy – from nationalisation of key sectors to
representation on company boards – the voice that
ought to be most influential is often absent. This is
the voice of the biggest shareholders, the fiduciaries of
people’s capital.
As a provincial body, our policy stands. It will
be progressed in proposals to ANC national bodies,
but not before it has been subjected to stakeholder
engagement. Appropriate forums are being set up and
important conversations are about to begin.
We shall be attentive listeners, appreciative of
contributions intended to enhance the inclusiveness of
our democracy.
n
* Mashatile is chairman of the ANC in Gauteng.
This article was widely published in various media as
a precursor to the provincial body’s July 21 stakeholder
conference at the JSE.
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Employee benefits mean
good business for SMEs
The recent Old Mutual SME Employee Benefits Monitor
2015 shows that umbrella funds can not only help staff
of small and medium enterprises (SMEs) to achieve their
retirement goals, but also support SMEs to address some
key challenges they face, such as attracting and retaining
quality staff.
The SME staff interviewed showed a clear preference for
retirement funding (92%) and some type of medical cover
(82%) as the two most important employee benefits.
Funeral cover was the third most sought-after employee
benefit (17%).
A key findings of the Monitor was that the size of the
SME plays a large role in whether it offers some form of
employee benefits to staff, with the percentage of SMEs
offering some type of group employee benefits rising
significantly as revenue and staff numbers increased. (See
Table 1)
The provision of employee benefits by SMEs increased as the
turnover and staff complement of these businesses went up.
57
65

2-7 Million
59
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Table 1: The provision of employee benefits by SMEs
turnover (pa) / size
Doug Clothier, General Manager: SME at Old Mutual
Corporate, says that this isn’t a surprising outcome as, at
the start of a business, its owners are primarily concerned
about survival. “The challenge therefore is to convince
SME decision makers that it is possible to implement
employee benefits in the early stages of their lifecycle.”
Another key finding is that most small and medium
enterprises (SMEs), as well as their staff, see the value in
employee benefits. It showed that around two-thirds of

SME staff and nearly 70 percent of SME decision-makers
believe that employee benefits influence the choice of
company that people choose to work for. “Benefits
provided to staff increase the value they derive from
working for an employer, thereby making the business a
more attractive place to work. But these benefits can also
strengthen the commitment of staff to their employer as
they feel more valued within the business,” says Clothier.
However, even though SMEs are aware of the many good
reasons to offer employee benefits, there seems to be
some resistance to offer employee benefit plans due to
uncertainty as to whether they will be able to implement
these solutions.
Why SMEs don’t have employee benefits in place
In response to the Old Mutual SME Employee Benefits
Monitor 2015, decision makers in South African SMEs
listed seven reasons for not having employee benefits
schemes in place: affordability by the business; the view
that the business is too small; perception that employees
should make their own provision and that staff wouldn’t
want to contribute; preference to provide higher salaries,
high staff turnover making the option unviable; or that
employee benefits are too administratively intensive.
Clothier emphasises that many, if not all, of these reasons
are addressed by a good umbrella fund: “Many SMEs
are not well informed about how accessible employee
benefits actually are and how an umbrella fund can solve
the problems SMEs anticipate when considering employee
benefits.”
Old Mutual SuperFund enables SMEs to offer
employee benefits
The findings reveal that SMEs are looking for employeebenefits solutions that are simple and flexible enough to fit
their specific circumstances (see Table 2). This is precisely
what Old Mutual SuperFund gives SMEs via a selection of
solutions, including a completely pre-packaged solution
that requires no fund expertise from the company.
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“Table 2: Unique SME retirement funding
requirements
By providing his type of standard solution, the process of
offering employee benefits is significantly simplified as
there are no confusing choices to be made. The fact that
Old Mutual SuperFund is both simple and cost-effective
means employee benefits are far less of a leap of faith for
SMEs because it’s a solution they can easily get their heads
around,” explains Clothier.
He adds that the real beauty in the design of the
SuperFund is its ability to adapt and grow with an evolving
SME business: “An SME can start early with a prepackaged SuperFund Easy solution, which is simple and
affordably gets an employee benefits scheme in place.
Then as the business grows and its employees’ needs
mature, they can switch to Old Mutual Superfund Choice.
It can be tailored to the specific needs of the company and
its employees.”

to those SMEs. The Old Mutual Corporate SME division
works closely with retail financial advisors to deepen
relationships with SME owners and decision makers. Many
SME owners and decision makers are likely to have an
existing relationship with a financial advisor. Where these
retail advisors are part of Old Mutual or offer Old Mutual
products, the opportunity exists to raise awareness among
SMEs about the many benefits Old Mutual SuperFund
offers.
SMEs have different needs at different stages of their
business lifecycle, in the same way that retail investors
have different needs according to where they are on their
retirement journey. In response, Old Mutual SuperFund
offers tailored and responsive solutions to match the
specific circumstances of each SME.
To view the full Old Mutual SME Employee Benefits
Monitor 2015, please visit www.oldmutual.co.za/
SMEMonitor.

SME perspective
Old Mutual SuperFund has experienced strong growth
among SMEs over the last year due to the company’s
commitment to understanding the issues SMEs face
and ensuring that distribution channels remain relevant
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Taking stok
Andile Mazwai* provides an insight into the historical
background and modern-day relevance of a multi-faceted
movement frequently misunderstood.

A

common assumption in the business sector is
that stokvels are rotational savings and credit
associations (ROSCAs). This is true in that
stokvels do take the ROSCA form where members of
a group pool funds on a monthly basis and give the
pooled funds to a member on a rotational basis.
However, stokvels also include: savings and
investment clubs; burial societies; grocery clubs, and
other group formations that come together to pool
funds for a common purpose.

Stokvels exist throughout the world. They are not
a uniquely South African creation. In Bangladesh, for
instance, stokvel practices by women were used as the
building blocks for what is now the hugely successful
Grameen bank.
In SA, though, the history of stokvels is special.
It’s captured in the book Stokvels in South Africa by
Andrew Lukhele, current chairman of the National
Stokvel Association (NASASA). The term “stokvel”,
he points out, dates back to the early nineteenth
century when black farmers and
labourers attended “stock fairs”. Here
they exchanged ideas, displayed their
entrepreneurial skills and gambled the
resources they had.
With the discovery of gold on the
Witwatersrand, black workers were
brought in as miners. They brought the
“stokvel” with them and used the concept
in the formation of burial societies. Due
to deplorable working conditions, many
miners died. To address the need for
transportation of deceased colleagues’
bodies to their home villages for dignified
burial, surviving miners pooled their
funds for the purpose.
Later, in the 1920s and 1930s, rural
women began moving to the cities. As
many black workers and miners lived
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Mazwai . . . embedded culture
below the poverty line, these women formed stokvels
to supplement their incomes. Stokvels were used as a
form of social security.
Then, in the 1980s, the apartheid government felt
threatened by stokvels’ activities. It was uncomfortable
that stokvel members were getting together – in
groups in undisclosed locations – to pool funds.
Wanting stokvels not to continue meeting for the
collection and storage of public wealth without a bank
licence, it held them to be illegal.
Lukhele took up the cudgels on behalf of stokvels.
He approached the SA Reserve Bank to argue
that the black community could not in fact access
formal banking, as this was a privilege of the white
community, and that stokvels played a vital role in
the black community to serve as a savings vehicle and
perform a social-security function.
SARB welcomed Lukhele’s submission. This led
the passing of an exemption from the Banks Act
for stokvels belonging to a recognised association.
NASASA was then formed. It is a self-regulatory
organisation authorised by SARB. In terms of the
Banks Act, a stokvel is required to be a member of
NASASA or a similar body approved in writing by the
Registrar of Banks.
At the 1994 advent of democracy, many believed
that stokvels would cease to exist as black communities
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would henceforth be able to access formal banking.
But between 1994 and the present, the number of
stokvels has actually grown. Why?
First, stokvels are more than merely a solution
to the inability to access formal banking. They are a
social activity. Many stokvel groups meet to pool funds
for a common purpose and to socialise as friends.
They have become part of the fabric of black and
increasingly South African society.
Second, more people in SA now have access to
incomes that they can contribute towards collective
saving for a purpose. Saving in a stokvel also provides
people with scale which they can use for more
favourable investment options. Stokvel savings can be
used, for example, to obtain bulk-buying discounts in
the purchase of groceries.
In SA, stokvels have many forms. Essentially, a
stokvel is any instance where a group of people who
know each other, come together to pool funds for a
common purpose. Many people aren’t even aware
that they’re participating in stokvels when they’re
called something else. For instance, there are some
clubs which pool funds to purchase goods in bulk at
Christmas; other clubs do the same for investment on
the JSE, and still others for members’ travel.
Some stokvels are short-term savings vehicles for
the purpose of consumption e.g. groceries. Others
are long-term savers e.g. for investing and for burial
societies which only utilise their funds in the instance
of death.
Today the stokvel market is worth an estimated
R49bn. This is a significant agglomeration of SA
short and long-term savings. As NASASA is the only
stokvel association approved by SARB, it is the largest
player in this industry with over 110 000 registered
stokvel groups. Noting in particular the short-term
savers for consumption of items such as groceries, they
are a lucrative segment for the private sector in the
space of fast-moving consumer goods.
For any queries, visit www.nasasa.co.za or call 087
702 4696. We’d be happy to help.
n
* Mazwai, well known for his reputation as
stockbroker, is chief executive of the National
Association of Stokvels.
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Heightened awareness,
stodgy progress
Woolworths, BAT and Sanlam are best performers. Waseem Thokan*
discusses the findings of Legae Securities’ 2015 survey.

C

lear to investors globally is that a multidimensional approach towards management
of investment risk has become increasingly
necessary. For SA, this concept is embodied in
Regulation 28 of the Pension Funds Act which obliges
institutional investors to consider environmental,
social and governance (ESG) issues in their investment
decision making.
While the role of companies in society has been
debated for generations, the rise of the modern
corporation has brought into sharper focus the need
to scrutinise the costs and benefits accruing from
companies’ impacts on society and the environment,
and on how these are managed. Given SA’s context
of inequality and poverty, as well as the resource bias
within the economy and the attendant intensity of
environmental impact, these issues are particularly
pertinent for SA companies and investors.
Accordingly, Legae Securities has rated the ESG
performance of the JSE’s top 100 listed companies
using 83 different metrics defining issues such as
environmental and social policies, resource use,
emissions, workforce dynamics, transformation,
occupational health and safety, board independence
and executive compensation.
In 2015’s second iteration, we found that the

companies’ awareness of these issues is improving.
However, active measures to mitigate ESG risks are
conspicuously lacking.
Overall company performance remains
disappointing. There’s an average score of 43,5% and
no company scored above 65% overall. A meaningful
proportion of companies are ignorant of the need to
address these issues with 11 of the top 100 scoring less
than 30% overall.
The top ESG performers are Woolworths, British
American Tobacco and Sanlam. At the bottom end are
Reinet and The Capital Property Fund – representing
a broader theme whereby attention to ESG issues
amongst holding companies and property companies
remains underwhelming.
The labour unrest at Marikana, the collapse of
African Bank and the governance issues at PPC
demonstrate the ability of issues that were historically
considered “non-financial” to dramatically and
sometimes irrevocably compromise a company’s
operational, reputational and ultimately financial
performance. Fundamentally, environmental
and social compliance can no longer be seen as a
compliance cost. Rather, they are a business imperative
from a risk perspective. They have the potential
to differentiate companies and underpin financial
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Thokan . . . way to go
performance.
ESG considerations have historically been the
concern of governments, regulators and civil society.
But in the context of a more active stakeholder base
(whether a more stringent approach to regulation by
governments, a more contentious labour-relations
environment or a more educated and mobilised
customer), they are factors which companies and
ultimately providers of capital need to consider and
manage.

T

his is reflected in our study where the extent
to which the high regulation of an industry is
positively related to sustainability performance. Thus,
within the sample, banks, insurance companies,
telecoms and healthcare companies tend to
outperform. This is likely a consequence of companies
tilting their strategic priorities to more closely
resemble those of the governments or regulators which
control their licenses to operate.
Historically, a company’s primary purpose was to
deliver shareholder value. This idea was predicated
on the work of Milton Friedman and his view that the
only social responsibility of business was to engage
in activities designed to increase its profits. But these
days a review of global academic work on responsible
investing indicates that companies with better ESG
performance have a lower cost of capital.
Further, studies indicate that in 89% of cases
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better ESG performers exhibit market-based
outperformance and 85% of cases exhibit accountingbased outperformance. Thus there is a robust and
emerging body of evidence to suggest that maximising
Friedman’s shareholder value requires a more holistic
approach towards stakeholder value, particularly as
companies grow larger.
Although our report highlights that application
on these issues is still emerging, integrated reporting
(amongst other factors) has driven a consistent
improvement in policy and disclosure over the
past five years. The report indicates, for example,
that 92% of companies within the JSE top 100 have
environmental policies in place.
While the trend towards awareness of ESG
issues is clear, there remains limited progress in
integrating sustainable business practice into company
operations and creating chains of accountability
to top management. Although the Companies Act
now mandates the creation of a social and ethics
committee, the vast majority of JSE-listed companies
lack executive directors specifically responsible for
ESG issues. And although many companies mention
environmental or social factors within their strategies,
few integrate them into executive remuneration.
Although broader performance leaves much room
for improvement, there are examples of companies
which directly address responsible corporate citizenry
as a core strategic differentiator. Woolworths, the
best-performing company on our ESG scorecard, has
integrated sustainability robustly within its operating
model through the “Good Business Journey”. To the
extent that environmental and social awareness is
important to Woolworths’ consumer base, this grants
it some market power contributing to the ability of the
business to achieve superior margins.
Reappraisal of the role of regulatory authorities
globally, together with the emergence of technologies
such as social media, has empowered company
stakeholders such as governments, labour and
customers. These stakeholders increasingly influence
companies’ reputational, operational and ultimately
financial performance.
n
* Thokan is research analyst at Legae Securities.
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I

Known unknowns

would like to make the following observations on
your editorial ‘Expectations on a high’ (TT JuneAug):
Do trustees really need to worry about the current
level of the stock market? After all, fund members with
a short-term horizon should have low exposure to
equities already; those with a longer-term perspective
can ride out corrections, and those trying to time the
market (speculators) deserve what they get.
Yes, the market’s valuation is above the historical
norm. But the referenced ‘crocodile jaws’ - positive
stock market returns in the face of slowing growth - tell
only half the story. The market value depends not only
on the forecast future cash flows, but also on the rate at
which those cash flows are discounted.
Investors in our market have historically demanded
a real (after-inflation) return from equities of around
7% pa. This return is based on a risk-free hurdle rate of
2% to 3% and an equity-risk premium of 4% to 5%. This
required real return is observed rather than specified.
It can be seen in the long-term real return delivered
by listed equities in SA or derived from the long-run
average earnings yield of the SA stock market.
Investors have earned much more than 7% pa in
recent years. Some of this stems from our market’s rerating which has been driven by the erosion of the riskfree rate globally. This lowers the hurdle rate for equity
investors. Future cash flows then become more valuable,
even if they are not expected to increase that fast.
Stuck in this phase of low growth, low(ish) inflation
and low real interest rates, investors have looked to
equities for a real return. If it persists, we would expect
equity returns to moderate but not necessarily turn

negative in a big way.
Ironically, signs of an accelerating economic
recovery will be bad news for share investors. It suggests
that real interest rates will rise, along with the discount
rate applied to future cash flows. Although these cash
flows may improve as the economy grows, they will
become less valuable. We would then expect a degree of
mean reversion, and for the share market to give back
some of its gains.
We can also envisage a less benign scenario, where
real interest rates increase on the back of rising inflation
rather than economic growth. The effect on our share
market would then be much more severe.
We have no idea which scenario will play out. The
market may also succumb to another crisis - as it does
from time to time - but no one can predict when this
will happen either. Market timing is a speculative
pursuit that has caused many retirement funds to
lag their strategic benchmark in recent years. Some
providers have a strong vested interest in a market
correction.
Rather than speculate on the future return, trustees
should make the asset-allocation decision based on
their members’ investment time horizon. They should
find the most effective and cheapest way to own these
asset classes and diversify adequately. They should stick
to the plan and re-balance in a disciplined manner.
Above all, they should ignore what investment
“experts” have to say on the current market level and
what the future holds in store, because these experts –
like the rest of us – simply don’t know.
– Chris Veegh, 10X Investments, Sandton

According to Netcare Retirement Fund Principal Officer, Craig Taylor,
managing beneficiary funds is a tough, complex job that requires
specialist skills and experience to ensure that the best combination of
beneficiary care and fund administration is achieved.
The Netcare Retirement Fund recently
re-evaluated its choice of beneficiary fund
provider, and the associated processes,
procedures and best practices. Through
this process Taylor determined four key
elements required to deliver the ideal level
of beneficiary fund administration to
materially impact the lives of beneficiaries
and meet fund requirements.
“A beneficiary fund provider must be able
to deliver service that balances the hard
and soft issues at play,” explains Taylor.
“There needs to be a genuine interest in the
well-being of the beneficiaries, in addition
to the functional capabilities required
to administer the fund and deliver the
requisite investment returns.”
As such, the four key components
identified by Taylor include experience
and reputation, approach and passion,
investment strategy and returns, and costs.
1. Experience and reputation
According to Taylor, beneficiary fund
provider selection should be based on
a combination of factors that include
a proven investment track record, an
established approach to dealing with

beneficiaries, and the company’s market
reputation in relation to previous client
experience and their engagement with
guardians and beneficiaries.
2. Approach and passion
The primary aim of a beneficiary fund
provider should be to act in the best
interests of the beneficiary. This requires
a passion for the continued well-being
of beneficiaries, in addition to the
performance of the fund.
These traits should extend to the manner
in which both guardians and beneficiaries,
and the client are engaged with – the
communication medium and languages
used, the depth of training and education
provided, reporting, and the manner in
which fund requests are dealt with and
managed.
A provider’s willingness and ability
to deliver individualised solutions is
another key consideration for the Netcare
Retirement fund.
3. Investment approach and returns
The key elements to consider in terms
of investment approach include the

4. Costs
The associated costs and fees are also
critical elements as the wrong fee structure
can equate to huge costs over time. Funds
should ideally benefit the bottom 10% of a
company’s workforce, where annual salaries
are low, as this is where the impact of
beneficiary funds is proportionately greater.
Accordingly, if there are huge fees and large
percentages on investment returns then the
value of the fund is eroded for those who
need it most.
To effectively deliberate on these criteria
the Netcare Retirement Fund uses a
combination of a rating matrix and a price
filter.

”

THE FOUR ELEMENTS
OF SUCCESSFUL
BENEFICIARY FUND
ADMINISTRATION

proposed investment strategy; is there a
strong capital preservation approach or is
it more performance based? In addition,
it is important to determine if the returns
expected from the proposed investment
strategy meet the fund’s expectations.

The rating matrix measures
a potential provider’s passion
and functional capabilities with
regard to beneficiary care and
fund administration, as well as
their ability to offer individualised
solutions.

”

Using this approach the Netcare Retirement
Fund recently appointed FedGroup.
“We’re very happy with the outcome of our
review and the subsequent appointment,
as FedGroup has already been able to
meet and surpass our fund administration
guidelines,” he concludes.

Telephone:
Email:
Web:

011 305 2300
info@fedgroup.co.za
www.fedgroup.co.za
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GRAVY
M

easured by the ‘gini coefficient’,
the commonly-accepted index
of income inequality, SA is one of
the world’s most unequal societies.
It probably is, simply to the naked
eye. Next step is then usually to point
fingers of blame, citing as evidence
the discrepancies between top and
bottom earners in the private sector.
But hang on a moment. Pause to ask
how the index is computed. If it covers
income-earners only, then the private
sector (probably the public sector too)
has a lot to answer for. However, if it
includes SA’s army of jobless people,
who earn no income, then somebody
else should be answerable for the causes
of mass unemployment.
I think we should be told. It’s just
possible that government might have
to shoulder its share of responsibility.

uuuuu
ither way, clarity on this matter
should rise to the fore. When
ANC politicians claim the moral high
ground, arguing that a society with
a shallow pool of rich people and a
deep pool of poor is unsustainable, it’s
become like crying wolf.
But when Richemont chairman
Johann Rupert says it....

E

uuuuu
n the one hand, National Treasury
wants pension funds increasingly to
use passive investment strategies. On
the other hand, it also wants the funds
to embrace ESG (environmental,

I

social and governance) criteria in
their investment decision-making.
Since the latter function can only
be undertaken by active management
– passive management merely being
able to allocate capital according to
companies’ weightings in a market
index, not a company’s outlook for
value creation – what exactly does
Treasury want?
uuuuu
here’s a twist in the brouhaha
over unclaimed benefits in
retirement funds. It relates to who’s
supposed to pay for the tracing of
beneficiaries.
Common practice is for
administrators to pay it from
members’ benefits. The more that
administrators try to trace, therefore,
the greater the cost to members;
until ultimately members’ benefits
can be completely wiped out. As the
controversy unravels, expect it to take
a turn or two around the services for
which administrators charge their
fees.
If there is R20bn of unclaimed
benefits in the funds, as the Financial
Services Board estimates, then taking
10% off the total (R2bn) should
create a nice kitty for tracing across
the board – without leaving many
individual members denuded of all
benefits, and without leaving poor
administrators any poorer for having
assumed at least part of the risk from
bad record-keeping.

T

uuuuu
n his report on the Cadac pension
fund, curator Tony Mostert says
that alleged felon Simon Nash has
used a “propaganda machine” to
denigrate him and the FSB. Mostert
identifies a particular public-relations
personality and mentions “others”.
I challenge him to name the others.

I

uuuuu
onald Trump, hairstylist hope
for the Republican nomination
in the US presidential election, has
adapted the rallying cry of the 1960s
civil-rights movement.
The slogan of the Trump
campaign will be: “We shall
overcomb.”

D

uuuuu
n case anybody’s interested, the TT
editorial director has just celebrated
his 70th birthday. No problem, for
he’s fortified by a remark of former
US Supreme Court chief justice Earl
Warren on his 86th birthday: “Each
time I see a pretty girl walk past, I
wish I were 70 again.”
Or, as an old mate has put it, 70 is
the new 69.
n
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We know
how low-cost
investing can
cost even less.
LIBERTY CORPORATE introduces the lowest
cost retirement fund passive in SA, with a zerotracking error, at no extra cost.

If you’re going to use passives to lower the investment costs on your retirement fund,
shouldn’t you be using the one with the lowest costs in the country? Get the Liberty advantage,
call 0860 222 322, visit www.libertycorporate.co.za, or speak to your adviser or broker.

The Advantage of Knowing

Liberty Group Ltd – an authorised financial services provider in terms of the FAIS Act (Licence No. 2409). Terms and conditions apply.

Challenges Trends Opportunities

Institutional
Insights
Conference

Institutional

Insights

The dynamics of asset ownership
and what it means for fiduciaries.
3 September 2015
What critical factors will ensure successful retirement outcomes for your members?
What are the twin impacts of demographic and economic shifts?
How do they challenge your role as custodians of retirement outcomes?
At this leading edge platform hosted by Sanlam Investments, prominent local and international keynote
speakers share their insights on how fiduciaries should respond to the challenges of a dynamic,
changing environment.

speakers
Dr Philippa Malmgren | International
keynote speaker and strategist
Geopolitical unrest: the threat to world
banking systems that could damage
investing for retirement

Roland Rousseau | Head of Barclay’s
Risk Strategy Group
How to measure real skill - the latest
global trends in benchmarking

Dr Amlan Roy | Managing Director at
Credit Suisse, London
Global Demographic &
Longevity Challenges faced
by Institutions

Wade Matterson | Principal and leader of
Milliman’s Australian Practice
Dealing with the challenges of member
engagement – an Australian perspective

Bart Heenk | Head of Avida
International
How better governance frameworks
deliver better outcomes

This event is BY INVITATION ONLY.
See www.institutionalinsights.co.za
for more information. CPD Points apply.

